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ASPIRE Newsletter
A message from Mr Crosby:
Dear Parents and Carers,
Welcome to our 3rd edition of the ASPIRE newsletter where we share with you all
that our students have been getting up to at King’s this term. The final half-term
is always traditionally the busiest of the year and this one has been no exception.
Alongside their academics our students have experienced a variety of different
experiences over the past 6 weeks including music trips to Blackburn Cathedral,
visiting Edge Hill University and Chester Zoo as well as competing in the GST
Cadet Cup competition at our sister school in Warrington.
All this culminated with last week’s Culture Week where students got to
experience different cultures through creative workshops, visits to the Sikh
Temple in Manchester and showing their endeavour at Sports Day. Then on
Friday we invited students to share their own cultures through their dress, food
and making presentations to their peers. At King’s we believe that our diversity is
what makes us stronger and our differences should not be tolerated but
celebrated, this term our students did just that.
Have a lovely summer break

Mr Crosby
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Blackburn
cathedral
Music trip

On Monday 4th June, the Kings Choir took their
singing prowess to Blackburn Cathedral to perform
alongside other schools from Bolton, Blackburn and
Darwen.
With our singers ready to go, positioned amongst
the violins and percussion the Cathedral came alive
as the grand piano awoke the strings and percussion
from their slumber, erupting in a full ensemble
performance of 'Adiemus' from Karl Jenkins Songs of
Sanctuary.
With the audience well and truly captivated our
young voices bravely took the stage and performed
Labbie Siffre's 'Something Inside So Strong'.
Once all of the schools had performed, everyone
came back together to blow the roof off with a
superb rendition of Karl Jenkins 'Tintinnabulum' from
Songs of Sanctuary. With few remaining dry eyes in
the house and the haunting rings of the tubular bells
still pulsating, the singers enthusiasm and gusto was
met with raucous applause. A truly splendid evening.

Visiting Edge Hill
University
This half term our pupils in Year 8 and 9 visited Edge Hill University
for a day. It was a great opportunity for our young people to be
introduced to the idea of university, and begin to make
connections between how their actions at school can impact their
flight paths and help them along to the next step in their journey.
There were a range of workshops and taster sessions on subjects
ranging from Mandarin to child development; a campus tour of
student accommodation, laboratories, and lecture halls; and lots
of walking around Edge Hill's beautiful campus! There was a huge
buzz on both days, with lively conversations around what subjects
our young people might be interested in. Edge Hill are also a
nationwide leader in vocational study, and we ensured that our
pupils were given details around the wide variety of options
available to them post-16 (not just A levels and university degrees).
We received some brilliant feedback from the university staff, who
said that our Year 8 & 9 pupils acted with a level of maturity and
professionalism.

GST Cadet
Competition
Twelve students represented Kings Bolton at the GST Cadet Competition where they were marked on
different challanges such as formation alignment, first aid tasks and working as a team. As this is our first
year running the cadet programme we were absolutelty thrilled to come second out of all the schools in
the trust! Well done to all those who were involved.

Year 7
cHESTER ZOO TRIP
On the 27th of June students in year 7 went to
Chester Zoo. It was an absolutely fantastic trip
with pupils getting up close with animals
ranging from komodo dragons to ring-tailed
lemurs. For many of our pupils it will be the
first time getting to see international wildlife in
exhibits that simulate their natural habitats.

The pupils will be studying ecology, adaptation and natural
selection when they return in september. These experiences will
give them real-life examples to draw from and will bring the
concepts to life as they move into year eight. Year seven were a
credit to themselves, with members of the public coming to
compliment staff on how polite they were. The science
department is already looking forward to the next visit!

2022 Rewards Trip
All students who received less than
3 ATL3s this academic year and
also had good attendance were
invited for a rewards trip. Students
enjoyed a pizza party in the
refectory with ice cream and music
followed by an afternoon of either
bowling or trampolining. It was a
fantastic couple of days to
celebrate success and a
thoroughly deserved treat for over
350 students.

Pupil Voice

Our Student Leadership Team has represented their year groups impeccably this year.
Your teachers have been so impressed with the insight and maturity of the feedback
they have offered. Over the course of the year, they have acted as our representatives
at a number of important events, and have made many suggestions that have been
quick and easy improvements to our school day, for example offering a quiet space in
the Refectory for pupils to use at lunchtime. As we grow as a school, our Student
Leaders will continue to play a central role in terms of what we offer to pupils and how
we can ensure their voices are heard at every level of the decision-making process.

Friends of king's
Mr B. Jones would like to take this opportunity to thank the FOKB for all they have done to
support King's pupils this year. From giving up their time to plan events, to offering feedback
to improve school systems, and even taking home uniform to be washed and returned for
our Hardship Fund - they have been integral to many of the positive achievements we have
seen this year. More details will follow in September regarding the dates and details for
Friends of Kings Bolton moving forwards.

The next date for meeting will be announced in September
on the schools social media sites and via text message.

Creative dAY
Gamelan
Drumming

Students took to gongs,
sarons, and genders as they
were fully immersed in
Javanese traditions which
date back to the 12th Century.
Students were taught
different patterns of notes
depending on which
instrument they were playing
and brought it all together in
a magical harmonic
ensemble performance that
transported the listener to
the archipelago wedged
between the Indian and
Pacific Ocean.

Sound
Therapy
Sound Therapy
uses sound, music
and specialist
instruments played
in therapeutic
ways, combined
with deep selfreflection
techniques to
improve health.

Creative dAY

Dance
Workshop
Students worked in groups to learn a
dance routine based around hip hop
and South America inspired music.

Theatre
Workshop

Students a routine from
Aladdin the musical, which
featured acting and dancing.

Mental
Health
Workshop
Students worked in
teams to participate in
activites designed to
encourage students to
open up and reflect on
their feelings.

SPORTS dAY 2022
With over 540 students and staff to motivate and
elevate to the competitive level, it was decided
that there would be 4 morning events (netball,
football, rounders and bocce). Competition was
fierce with each house claiming victory at
different points. This led us perfectly to the
afternoon athletics events in which students
showed huge levels of endeavour and support to
compete in a variety of events.

CULTURE dAY
On Friday 15th July, students had the opportunity to share and celebrate parts of
their culture. Pupils were able to learn about each other and about different
ways of life, all students created a presentation about an aspect of their culture
that means something to them. An outstanding amount of respect and
professionalism were shown by all students.

Year 7

Reading

The only time 11-year-old Jarrell feels at ease is when he’s drawing. For as
long as he can remember, he has created images of a futuristic world
with towering buildings and magnificent warriors.
Jarrell is astounded when he discovers that this fantasy realm is a real
place, Ulfrika, which he can enter via a magical portal in his cousin’s
barbershop. He learns that he is descended from Kundi, Ulfrika’s heroic
ruler, who centuries earlier defended the kingdom from devious
sorcerer, Ikala.
But now Ikala has escaped imprisonment and Ulfrika is once again under
threat; as the heir of Kundi, Jarrell is the only one who can stop him.
Fortunately, Jarrell is accompanied on his quest by Kimisi, a fearless,
trainee warrior. She guides him through the unfamiliar landscape,
teaching him about the customs, inhabitants and technology of her
homeland, and helps him to harness his newfound skills.
Website link: https://www.booktrust.org.uk/book/f/future-hero-race-tofire-mountain/

Linnet and her father Nightingale are alkonosts: bird people who live on
the floating island of Morovia. Alkonosts and humans used to live in
harmony, but everything changed when a tidal wave devasted the island
and killed the two Morovian queens, along with many of the islanders.
Amidst the grief, there is also anger, fuelled by ruthless Captain Ilya, who
claims that the alkonosts’ singing magic caused the tragedy. Sowing
suspicion and fear, he banishes the bird people to the swampland and
bans them from using magic. Linnet and Nightingale must keep moving
to stay safe and are forced to steal from wealthy humans to survive.
When Nightingale is captured by Captain Ilya’s guards, Linnet embarks
on a dangerous quest to rescue him. She reaches out to friends, old and
new, for help but is unsure who she can trust. With no magic of her own,
she must draw on other skills, such as kindness and determination, if she
is to succeed.
Website link: https://www.booktrust.org.uk/book/t/the-thief-who-sangstorms/

Lewis loves football but his mum won’t let him play. Not only is the
equipment and training too expensive, she also blames football for
the tragic death of his father when Lewis was just a baby.
Lewis secretly hones his skills using an old ball round the back of their
block of flats. Although he’s envious when his friends Jermaine and
Harry head off to a summer football camp at Ace Academy, he is
resigned to the fact that he can never join them.
However, when one of the Ace Academy coaches spots him
practising and recognises his talent, he offers Lewis free training
sessions. Lewis is overjoyed but his mother is furious. How can he
persuade her to let him pursue his passion when it causes her so
much pain?
Website link: https://www.booktrust.org.uk/book/a/all-to-play-for/

This beautifully illustrated book explores a range of curious idioms from
around the world and investigates their origins and meanings. Each
phrase is presented in its original language, and sometimes its own
alphabet, along with a phonetic guide to pronunciation, a literal English
translation and an explanation of its meaning.
The author considers how each saying may have come into being,
sometimes providing multiple suggestions. In addition, there are
wonderful snippets of related trivia. For example, the Afrikaans’ phrase
‘to put on the naughty shoes’, meaning ‘to venture boldly’, is
accompanied by fabulous anecdotes about a variety of intrepid
explorers. English phrases include ‘it’s raining cats and dogs’ and ‘to cost
an arm and a leg’; a delightful Japanese idiom, ‘Not seeing is a flower’,
translates as ‘what is imagined is better than reality’; and, from Spain, ‘I
can see your feather duster’ means ‘I know what you’re really up to’.
Website link: https://www.booktrust.org.uk/book/w/what-a-wonderfulphrase/

Year 8

Reading
Jack's parents foster difficult children. When Joseph arrives, he
seems like any other eighth grader. But he's been in Stone Mountain
Juvenile Detention and he's also a father.
Joseph slowly adapts to the family's farm routines. He doesn't look
at you when he talks, he hates being touched - but Jack knows he's
all right because the cows like him.
Finally, one cold, starlit night, Joseph shares his troubled story: of
the girl he loved, and their child, Jupiter. As trouble at school
escalates, Jack defends him - but Joseph can't flee his past.
The poetic, uncluttered prose of this short beautiful novel
resonates for a long time. Joseph's story ends heart-breakingly but
he experiences love and a glimpse of redemption with Jack's family,
who are equally changed by him.
Website link: https://www.booktrust.org.uk/book/o/orbitingjupiter/

Alpha became the first to become a ‘Wreckling’, when she was just a
baby. Following a fire which left her with facial injuries, she was washed
up in a soap box near a remote lighthouse. Here she was found by a
mermaid. Since then, Haven Point has become a refuge for more
disabled people, slowly forming a coastal commune, where nondisabled outsiders are not permitted. Its residents live in a relative
harmony, using mermaid song to lure in ships and loot them for the vital
supplies they need. Then one day Alpha sees something. A glint of light
that shouldn’t be there – a tiny but deeply unsettling indicator that
something is wrong. Something – or someone - has broken through the
boundary and the Wrecklings must face danger and conflict to protect
the peaceful life they have created.
Website link: https://www.booktrust.org.uk/book/t/the-secret-ofhaven-point/

Year 8
This gentle guide for children experiencing feelings of grief and loss
is written by Julie Stokes, a clinical psychologist and founder of
childhood bereavement charity Winston's Wish.
The death of a loved one is a turbulent, often traumatic time for
anyone, but it can be incredibly hard for children and young people
to be able to navigate the complex feelings that arise from it – as
well as being difficult for grown-ups and friends to know how best to
talk to them about what they’re experiencing. You Will Be Okay
helps children find strength, stay hopeful, and process their feelings
in a healthy way by separating the different ways and feelings of
getting to grips with grief into simple chapters: focusing on
exercising our ‘grief muscles’, developing confidence, trust, and
resilience, and learning to let go in our own time whilst being kind to
ourselves.
Website link: https://www.booktrust.org.uk/book/y/you-will-beokay/

Year 9

Reading
TFifteen year old Spey just received two unusual Christmas
surprises. The first is a mysterious parcel full of torn-up paper
flowers. The other is his dad – who's just got out of prison, and is
currently sleeping on the sofa.

Spey knows that the paper flowers are a sign that his old friend Dee
is in terrible danger, and he may be the only one who can save her.
The only problem is that he hasn’t seen her in many years and has
no idea where she could be. Together with his estranged dad Benni,
Spey embarks on a road trip to find her – discovering along the way
that both he, and his father, are full of more surprises than Spey
first thought.
Website link: https://www.booktrust.org.uk/book/s/splinters-ofsunshine/

Year 9
Ramya Knox is only five when she first encounters one of ‘them’. At
a family party, an enigmatic stranger demonstrates the power to
command the behaviour of all the unwitting guests around her.
Ramya is apparently the only person in the room able to defy the
mysterious woman’s seemingly innocuous requests.
Fast forward seven years and the death of Ramya’s beloved
grandpa prompts her to discover an incredible truth – that
extraordinary beings lurk behind the mundane day-to-day world
we all see, disguised by something called Glamour. Her
grandfather had been writing a book about them – and apparently
it’s now up to Ramya to harness her own magic and continue his
mission, entering the dangerous world of the Hidden Folk (tribes
of kelpies, trolls and mermaids), armed only with the knowledge
that she must ‘beware the Sirens’.
Website link:https://www.booktrust.org.uk/book/l/like-a-charm/

In this upfront and accessible book, Juno Dawson tackles all things
mental health. Packed with practical advice, guidance from clinical
psychologist Dr Olivia Hewitt and some humorous reassurance, Mind
your Head supports teenagers to understand a range of conditions
from anxiety to personality disorders, as well as being straight-talking
about body image, relationships, drugs and alcohol misuse.
With one in four people diagnosed with a mental health condition each
year, most teenagers will either experience a mental health condition or
know someone who has done. Juno Dawson encourages young people
to be honest, open and informed about mental health and wellbeing.
Website link: https://www.booktrust.org.uk/book/m/mind-your-head/

